2004 chevy trailblazer ext

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting
MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes automatic locking hubs yes Transmission
4-speed automatic Center locking differential yes Drive type Four wheel drive electronic hi-lo
gear selection yes mechanical center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity 25 gal. Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2
one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Angle of approach
Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width
Rear track Suspension Suspension front independent suspension yes solid live axle rear
suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr.
Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 3 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Chevrolet TrailBlazer owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. I do not consider this an unusual expense". Very expensive to fix.
Rear hvac doesn't work". Car would not cool". Only defrost and foot level was allowed". Fan
only works at specific speeds or not at all. This means the automated part of the climate control
is useless because you have to manually select the fan speeds. Replaced condenser". This time
we are not replacing it. The back seat heaters have always worked and we never had an issue
with them , just the fanny seat heaters". It has not been repaired because of cost". Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure.
Both sides now". The wiring harness burned up and has been replaced three times. The relay
has also been replaced due to failure. The headlight works when it wants to for now". We still
had high beam headlights. We have 2 vehicles and usually only need 1 so We chose to not drive
it at night for a couple weeks until we had it repaires". This was not covered as a factory defect
in my I believe it should last longer than a few years". Easily replaced and it works just fine now.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. I went to Advance Auto for them to see the code for the alarm.
They said the pump was bad. I called my normal mechanic who was going to try to find a used
pump. He never got back to me and I never pursued it. Still have light on. I try not to follow too
closely. I was surprised I had to do it again. I never had to do two complete brake jobs on any
car that I have owned. Rear brakes had miles on them. Chevrolet Service Dept. Less than a year
later had to have everything redone including new calipers". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Even after replacing hoses etc. We just had it repaired because of the enormous
cost! Even after replacement ". Noted by shop to be a power steering fluid leak into the area
around the rack and pinion". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Several thoUSnd miles later, the transmission started maki". If you turned off the ignition and
restarted the transmission would work correctly for a while. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Maybe 5 years ago???
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
It would only drive a maximum of about 15 mph. This lasted for about 30 minutes. I was afraid
the vehicle wouldn't restart so I kept it running until I reached home. The problem cleared itself
after it was restarted, but it was very disconcerting while it was ongoing". No more leaks. They
needed to be replaced and the leak is now gone. My repair shop found the left inboard axle seal
leaking. Replaced the seal - no more leaks". However, my complaints were just ignored. Maybe
because I'm a female and supposedly don't know anything". May dispose of vechicle". Can't
replace the bearings, have to replace the whole assembly. Ridiculously expensive! It is unusual
and was repaired to my satisfaction at my local dealer with a 12 mos warranty". I installed a new
AC Delco pump purchased from Amazon". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Required header rebuild". Looked
into it and replaced a few minor parts. Which was done just this past month. Oil pressure
dropped to zero with full oil. Never over heated. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust

manifold, leaks. It's their way of attempting to force you into buying their replacement parts". It
was 13 years old, very good life and service". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. During the I inspection it was noted all bands and clutch plates
were worn excessively. A rebuilt transmission was installed. The transmission control was also
replaced. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Two separate events in 12 Months.. Replaced may ". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Replaced
one coil and fuse and it ran perfect. Minimal expense. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet
TrailBlazer Change Vehicle. TrailBlazer EXT's assets include a comfortable ride, easy
accessibility and a third-row seat suitable for adults. However, they are outweighed by a long
list of liabilities. Despite the fairly powerful engine, TrailBlazer EXT delivered slow acceleration
and poor fuel economy. We also found the handling sloppy and braking unimpressive. Further,
the interior trim and controls look and feel flimsy. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. I do
not consider this an unusual expense" Robert L. Rear hvac doesn't work" Marla M. Only defrost
and foot level was allowed" Luke F. Replaced condenser" John O. The back seat heaters have
always worked and we never had an issue with them , just the fanny seat heaters" Jennifer B. It
has not been repaired because of cost" Joseph S. Body control module "car would not start,
warning lights were on. We have 2 vehicles and usually only need 1 so We chose to not drive it
at night for a couple weeks until we had it repaires" Anonymous, Chevrolet TrailBlazer LS 4.
Less than a year later had to have everything redone including new calipers" Eric M. Alignment
"needed alignment often" Donald P. Engine computer "The vehicle entered a low power mode
without warning. Differential "Front differential bearings are defective. May dispose of vechicle"
E S. It is unusual and was repaired to my satisfaction at my local dealer with a 12 mos warranty"
Robert L. Emission control devices includes EGR "Secondary air pump, had to replace it twice
in the last couple of years. Cylinder head "Check engine light returned low pressure reading in
one cylinder. It's their way of attempting to force you into buying their replacement parts"
Donald H. It was 13 years old, very good life and service" Jim M. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "4wd failed. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Hood clear coat cane off
and had to repaint" S V. Replaced may " Robert L. Coil "One of the spark plug coils failed which
also caused to a fuse to blow which stopped the vehicle. Sunroof "Sun roof fell in" Cindy R. See
All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet TrailBlazer. Ford Explorer. Honda
Pilot. Toyota 4Runner. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall
than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number
of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a
Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By Year. Used
By Year. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain 2WD 4. EXT LT 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas I6, 4.
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 7. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport Utility.
Transmission Transmission, 4-speed automatic, electronically controlled with overdrive.
Dimensions Vehicle. Rear Door Type Liftgate. Gross Axle Wt Rating - Front lbs Gross Combined
Wt Rating lbs 10, Curb Weight - Rear lbs Gross Axle Wt Rating - Rear lbs Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating Cap lbs Curb Weight - Front lbs Third Hip Room in Second Head Room in Third Leg

Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room
in Third Shoulder Room in Front Hip Room in Third Head Room in Front Leg Room in Second
Shoulder Room in Wheelbase in Height, Overall in Ground Clearance, Rear in 7. Ground to Top
of Load Floor in Overhang, Front in Ground Clearance, Front in 7. Cargo Area Length Floor to
Seat 3 in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 1 in Cargo Area Length Floor to Seat 2 in Cargo Box
Area Height in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs
Engine. Engine Order Code LL8. Fuel System SFI. Engine Type Gas I6. Engine Oil Cooler NA.
Displacement 4. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Transfer Case
Model NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans Order Code M Second Gear
Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans
Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Power. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc Front Yes or Yes. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear
Yes or NA. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center Steering Ratio :1 , At
Lock Spare Tire Capacity lbs Front Tire Capacity lbs Rear Tire Capacity lbs Front Wheel Size in
17 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 17 x 7.
Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 17 x 7. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Front in 1.
Suspension Type - Front Independent. Axle Type - Rear Semi-Floating. Shock Absorber
Diameter - Front mm Spring Capacity - Rear lbs Axle Ratio :1 - Front NA. Stabilizer Bar Diameter
- Rear in 0. Suspension Type - Rear Coil. Axle Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber Diameter Rear mm Axle Type - Front Independent. Axle Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs Axle
Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights Yes. Traction Control No.
Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure
Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Other Features Brakes, 4-wheel antilock,
4-wheel disc Air bags, frontal, driver and right front passenger Child seat restraint system Door
locks, child security, rear Daytime running lamps, includes automatic exterior lamp control
Horn, dual note, high and low. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain
Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years 3. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System
Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Watts NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for
other models of the Chevrolet TrailBlazer? Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity.
All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Would you like to
sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to

detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. TrailBlazer EXT's assets include a comfortable
ride, easy accessibility and a third-row seat suitable for adults. However, they are outweighed
by a long list of liabilities. Despite the fairly powerful engine, TrailBlazer EXT delivered slow
acceleration and poor fuel economy. We also found the handling sloppy and braking
unimpressive. Further, the interior trim and controls look and feel flimsy. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet TrailBlazer owners.
The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. I do not
consider this an unusual expense". Very expensive to fix. Rear hvac doesn't work". Car would
not cool". Only defrost and foot level was allowed". Fan only works at specific speeds or not at
all. This means the automated part of the climate control is useless because you have to
manually select the fan speeds. Replaced condenser". This time we are not replacing it. The
back seat heaters have always worked and we never had an issue with them , just the fanny seat
heaters". It has not been repaired because of cost". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Both sides now". The wiring
harness burned up and has been replaced three times. The relay has also been replaced due to
failure. The headlight works when it wants to for now". We still had high beam headlights. We
have 2 vehicles and usually only need 1 so We chose to not drive it at night for a couple weeks
until we had it repaires". This was not covered as a factory defect in my I believe it should last
longer than a few years". Easily replaced and it works just fine now. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. I went to Advance Auto for them to see the code for the alarm. They said the pump was
bad. I called my normal mechanic who was going to try to find a used pump. He never got back
to me and I never pursued it. Still have light on. I try not to follow too closely. I was surprised I
had to do it again. I never had to do two complete brake jobs on any car that I have owned. Rear
brakes had miles on them. Chevrolet Service Dept. Less than a year later had to have everything
redone including new calipers". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Even after
replacing hoses etc. We just had it repaired because of the enormous cost! Even after
replacement ". Noted by shop to be a power steering fluid leak into the area around the rack and
pinion". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Several thoUSnd miles later,
the transmission started maki". If you turned off the ignition and restarted the transmission
would work correctly for a while. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Maybe 5 years ago??? Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. It would only drive a maximum of
about 15 mph. This lasted for about 30 minutes. I was afraid the vehicle wouldn't restart so I
kept it running until I reached home. The problem cleared itself after it was restarted, but it was
very disconcerting while it was ongoing". No more leaks. They needed to be replaced and the
leak is now gone. My repair shop found the left inboard axle seal leaking. Replaced the seal - no
more leaks". However, my complaints were just ignored. Maybe because I'm a female and
supposedly don't know anything". May dispose of vechicle". Can't replace the bearings, have to
replace the whole assembly. Ridiculously expensive! It is unusual and was repaired to my
satisfaction at my local dealer with a 12 mos warranty". I installed a new AC Delco pump
purchased from Amazon". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Required header rebuild". Looked into it and replaced
a few minor parts. Which was done just this past month. Oil pressure dropped to zero with full
oil. Never over heated. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. It's their way
of attempting to force you into buying their replacement parts". It was 13 years old, very good
life and service". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
During the I inspection it was noted all bands and clutch plates were worn excessively. A rebuilt
transmission was installed. The transmission control was also replaced. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Two separate events in 12 Months..
Replaced may ". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper

motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Replaced one coil and fuse and it ran perfect.
Minimal expense. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors
or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet TrailBlazer Change Vehicle. There are 2 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Side air bags available until Head
protection air bags available from , standard from ESC standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage
varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. I do not consider this an
unusual expense" Robert L. Rear hvac doesn't work" Marla M. Only defrost and foot level was

allowed" Luke F. Replaced condenser" John O. The back seat heaters have always worked and
we never had an issue with them , just the fanny seat heaters" Jennifer B. It has not been
repaired because of cost" Joseph S. Body control module "car would not start, warning lights
were on. We have 2 vehicles and usually only need 1 so We chose to not drive it at night for a
couple weeks until we had it repaires" Anonymous, Chevrolet TrailBlazer LS 4. Less than a year
later had to have everything redone including new calipers" Eric M. Alignment "needed
alignment often" Donald P. Engine computer "The vehicle entered a low power mode without
warning. Differential "Front differential bearings are defective. May dispose of vechicle" E S. It is
unusual and was repaired to my satisfaction at my local dealer with a 12 mos warranty" Robert
L. Emission control devices includes EGR "Secondary air pump, had to replace it twice in the
last couple of years. Cylinder head "Check engine light returned low pressure reading in one
cylinder. It's their way of attempting to force you into buying their replacement parts" Donald H.
It was 13 years old, very good life and service" Jim M. Transmission rebuild or replacement
"4wd failed. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "Hood clear coat cane off and had to
repaint" S V. Replaced may " Robert L. Coil "One of the spark plug coils failed which also
caused to a fuse to blow which stopped the vehicle. Sunroof "Sun roof fell in" Cindy R. See All
Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. Zip is Invalid. Please enter a full UK postcode to obtain a delivery
quote. Unfortunately we are unable to process your request, please contact the Operation
Centre for more information. Unfortunately, this Operations Centre is unable to provide a
delivery service to the postcode entered. Please provide an alternative address. Please contact
the Operating Centre for a Delivery Price. From: in. Shipping To: in. Please check vehicle type
should be Automobile or Motorcycle. Document type should be appropriate for International
shipping. Want more information for this particular auto auction? Interested in bidding on this
vehicle? Check the licensing requirements for this state to determine whether or not you need a
business license to bid. As of now, the sale date is Fri. Feb 26, To search, bid on, and buy
thousands of used and salvage vehicles for sale at Copart, start by registering for Basic or
Premier Membership. Once you find a vehicle you want, go to the Lot Details page to place a
bid. If the vehicle is already in the live online auction, join the auction and bid in real time! State
laws determine what you may bid on, based on whether you buy vehicles for business or
personal use. If you have business licenses, be sure to submit them through the license
uploader. You may preview vehicles at Copart locations during normal business hours. Find
your local Copart by searching locations. Eligible to Bid. Not Eligible to Bid. The Seller has
placed a reserve price on the lot. If the minimum bid is not surpassed during the virtual auction
the Seller has until PM PST one business day after the sale to accept the bid. Seller Reserve Not
Yet Met. All bids are binding and all sales are final. What This Means. Your Bid:. If your bid is the
high pre-bid it will be represented in the live auction. When pre-bid and live bid amounts are
equal the bid placed during the live auction is considered the winning bid. Your new Maximum
Bid cannot be less than the Current Bid. We will reduce your Maximum Bid to the value entered
or the current Bid whichever is greater. If you wish to keep or increase your current Maximum
Bid click the cancel button below to close the window. Due to licensing restrictions you are
unable to bid on this lot. However the following options are available for unlicensed buyers. All
title processing required to sell these vehicles has been completed and submitted to the proper
titling authority. Copart is waiting for DMV processing to be completed. When DMV processing
is completed, these vehicles will be assigned to an actual sale. Members bidding on these
vehicles will be notified by email when the vehicle is assigned to a sale. They are also NOT
eligible for bidding yet. While it is our objective to provide the most current, up-to-date and
reliable information to you, Copart makes no representation to the accuracy of the information
on this build sheet. Furthermore, users should undertake sufficient verification to determine the
suitability for their own particular purpose of any information or products provided by this build
sheet. Powered by:. Your bid will remain confidential throughout the process and will not be
visible to other bidders. You should therefore bid the maximum you believe is required to win
the lot. You may submit a higher bid at any time during the auction which will supersede your
previous bid. After the sale closes our automated system will determine the highest bid and
award the lot to that bidder. Your bid must be within the bid increments. Please review the table
below. Then try your bid again. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by
one and only one increment in the event your entered bid is tied with a bid from another
member. If your bid is the highest bid, then your bid will NOT be incremented. Our increments
are based on the following table :. Copart expressly disclaims the accuracy of any vehicle
identification numbers VIN. Such information may not be used or relied upon for bidding
purposes or for any other reason. See Vehicle Disclaimer. I understand that the information in

the Vehicle History Report is provided by Experian and that Experian is solely responsible for
the content of the Vehicle History Report. Copart does not guarantee the accuracy of the
information in the Vehicle History Report. I have read and agree to the terms listed above.
Please note that the ProQuote values provided in the Market Guide report are provided as of a
point in time and subject to change. Copart is not responsible for any loss or expense resulting
from use of or reliance upon any information contained in the Market Guide. Please click
"Confirm" to accept this offer. We apologize for the inconvenience, but this vehicle is not
eligible for a Condition Report. Condition Reports cannot be purchased for vehicles that:.
Condition Reports give you the information you need on the vehicles you want. You can also
benefit from our high-quality photos and information to help you make an informed bidding
decision. You must be a CrashedToys or Copart Member to perform this action. Your Password
is expired. Please contact member. DRIVE includes third-party condition reports, an
industry-standard run light system, an arbitration policy and more! Do not show this message
again. Sublot vehicles are not physically stored at the main facility. Remove Shipping Export
Lot x. Export in CSV. Bid Information. Click Image to Zoom. For international inquiries, contact
export copart. Estimate 0. International Shipping Information. Lot will be delivered to Add new
delivery location. Estimated Delivery Cost. Cancel Submit Address. From: in Shipping To: in.
Order Status: Status Unavailable. This will cancel your delivery order for Lot. If you want to
continue the cancellation click Cancel Delivery below. Otherwise choose Go Back. Go Back
Cancel Delivery. Enter your Zip Code below to quote delivery based on your location. Zip Code.
Cancel Quote. Pickup Delivery is already in process with a transporter. Order Delivery option
cannot be selected for this lot at this moment. Please cancel transporter in order to proceed
with order delivery. Select your port: Select Port. Get Quote. You have successfully ordered
delivery. We will be in touch shortly with further details. Highlights: Donated Vehicle Enhanced
Vehicles. Secondary Damage:. Retail Value:. Body Style:. Engine Type: 4. Cylinders: 6. Fuel:
GAS. Keys: YES. View Report. Inspection Services. Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market
Guide Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First Name Required. First Name can only contain
letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a
Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with our state licensing map. Bid Information
Glossary. Bid Status: You Haven't Bid. Check Why? Bid Now. Sale Information. Sale Date: Fri.
Time Left: 2D 0H 50min. Your Bid Has Been Registered. Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a
broker Brokers can help you with the buying process. Get started. Regarding Lots NOT
assigned to an auction. Technical Specifications. Standard Equipment. Preview Location ,.
Preview Hours CST. After Sale Pick up Location: ,. After Sale Pick up hours:. Increment bidding
allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event your
entered bid is tied by a live virtual bidder. If your bid is the highest bid then your bid will NOT be
incremented. Your current bid exceeds your available limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can
upgrade to Premier Membership or increase your bid limits here. If you are a Premier Member,
your daily bidding limits will reset tomorrow. To increase daily limits, contact your local Copart
Location to find out more. Model Year Body Style. Fuel GAS. First Registered Date. Engine Size
4. Cancel Continue. Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA Values. ProQuote Results. List of
Comparable Sales. View a Sample Report. Purchase Report Cancel. If you are a Basic Member
you can upgrade to Premier Membership. If you would like to see the AutoCheck report for this
lot, please contact your Broker. OK Close.
2007 honda pilot tail light cover
2003 chrysler concord
sebring home depot
Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a purchasable assessment of vehicle features
and condition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and
damage Tire information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report.
Condition report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location.
Are sublots. Order Status:. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be
Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your
shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be
expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

